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INTRODUCTION 
GIVEN an automorphism (Y of a group G, one may ask for descriptions of the subgroup of G 
consisting of all elements fixed by (Y, and of the subgroup consisting of all elements periodic 
under cy (i.e., fixed by some power of a). In[5] and [6], J. Nielsen obtained such descriptions in 
the case where G is the fundamental group of a closed orientable surface T. Each of the 
subgroups in question turns out either to be cyclic or to be the image of a compact subsurface 
of T under the inclusion homomorphism. A rather weak consequence of these results, which is 
not at all clear a p&n’, is that the subgroups in question are finitely generated. 
In the present paper, we obtain new generalizations and entirely new proofs of Nielsen’s 
results. Our main result (3.17), is a topological theorem on self-homeomorphisms of a compact, 
connected 2-manifold T. We allow T to have a boundary, and do not require it to be orientable; 
but it must not be a Klein bottle. The theorem provides (via Corollary 3.20) a description, 
precisely analogous to Nielsen’s, of the group of elements of 7~r(T) that are periodic under an 
automorphism induced by a homeomorphism. (If T is closed, all automorphisms of P,(T) are 
known to arise in this way; cf. (3.22).) But the geometric theorem (3.17) is strictly stronger than 
(3.20), even when T is closed and orientable; its content cannot be conveniently captured in 
group-theoretical terms, for it involves non-based homotopies and possibly disconnected 
submanifolds. In order to avoid excessive repetition, we refer the reader to Definitions 3.1 and 
3.2, which will permit him to understand the statement of (3.17). 
In the case of a Klein bottle, the analogue of (3.20) is false, cf. (3.22). But it is an easy 
exercise to describe the group of periodic elements in this case. 
As for the group of fixed elements, Nielsen showed, in the closed, orientable case, that it is 
either cyclic or coincides with the group of periodic elements. We give a new proof of this, 
(4.10), which includes the bounded case but requires orientability of the surface. If the theorem 
of Nielsen’s quoted in (4.8) extends to non-orientable surfaces, then the orientability hypothesis 
may be removed from (4.10), but the case of a Klein bottle must again be ruled out (cf. 3.22). 
An application of (3:17) in its geometric form will appear in[3], where it is used to prove a 
strong form of F. Waldhausen’s theorem[9] on mapping annuli and tori into 3-manifolds. 
(A similar form of this theorem has been obtained by K. Johannson[4].) 
Our proof of (3.17) is purely topological and is entirely different from Nielsen’s proofs, 
which were based on hyperbolic geometry. The key to the proof of (3.17) is Proposition 1.6, 
which is perhaps of independent interest. The proof of (1.6) for a bounded surface, which 
occupies §l, is much easier than the proof for a closed surface in 02. On a first reading, one 
could skip 02, which contains most of the technicalities in the paper; this would permit one to 
understand the proofs in 03 and 94 for a bounded surface, and to grasp the main ideas of the 
general argument. Our proof of (4.10) is also quite different from, and more general than, 
Nielsen’s proof; but it is not really purely topological, for it involves a deep theorem of 
Nielsen’s (4.8) for which no topological proof seems to be available. However, we conjecture 
that our proof of Proposition 1.6 may be refined (by sharpening the notion of “normality”) so as 
to provide a topological proof of the result quoted in 4.8. 
The most elementary notions of algebraic and piecewise-linear topology will be taken for 
granted. Several conventions that we have adopted deserve emphasis. We shall work in the 
piecewise-linear category: manifolds, maps, homotopies, etc. are understood to be piecewise- 
linear, except where this is negated by the word “topological.” A manifold may have‘s boundary 
unless the contrary is stated. A surface is a connected 2-manifold. Unlabelled homomorphisms 
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(e.g., “n,(R, x) + 7~,( T, x)“) are understood to be induced by inclusion maps. Basepoints are 
suppressed in statements whose truth is independent of the choice of a basepoint (e.g., “n,(R) 
is free,” or “r,(R)+ r,(T) is a monomorphism”). Homeomorphisms and isomorphisms (as 
distinguished from embeddings and monomorphisms) are by definition surjective. An isotopy is 
simply a homotopy which is a homeomorphism at every stage. A codimension-one submanifold 
T of a manifold M is two-sided if there is an embedding c: T x I-1, 1] --, M such that c(x, 
0) = x for all x E T. The (combinatorial) boundary and interior of a manifold M are denoted by 
dM and &fi; on the other hand, the set-theoretic frontier and interior of a set X C M are 
denoted by Fr X and Int X. 
'il. PATHS AND SINGULAR CUBVES IN A BOUNDED SURFACE 
1.1. Definitions. Let T be a 2-manifold. By a family of singular curves and paths in T, or 
more briefly a singular family, we mean a pair (99, f), where 9 is a compact l-manifold and f: 
9 --) T is a map such that f(&%) C dT. When convenient we shall denote the singular family (93, 
f) simply by f. If 9 is an arc or a simple closed curve, f is a singular path or singular curue, 
respectively. The complexity of a singular family f, written k(f), is the (cardinal) number of 
unordered pairs (p, 4) C 3 such that f(p) = f(s). Two singular families (8, f) and (a*, f*) are 
homotopic if 9 = 9* and if the maps f and f* are homotopic rel 8% They are isotopic if 
5% = 53* and if there exist homeomorphisms i: 93 + $3 and j: T + T, isotopic to the identities rel 
&S3 and 8T respectively, such that jfi = f*. 
1.2. Definition. A singular family (9, f) in a 2-manifold T is in general position if (i) 
kcf) < w; (ii) f-‘(aT) = a93; (iii) f]&% is l-l; (iv) each p E f has a disc neighborhood D such 
that f-‘(D) consists of at most two arcs, each of which is mapped l-l under f; and (v) if f-‘(D) 
is a union of two disjoint arcs b and b’, then the points of f(db’) lie in distinct components of 
D -f(b). 
We now depart from standard common-sense definitions. 
1.3. Definition. The singular family (93, f) in T will be called normal if the following 
conditions hold: 
(i) there is no component B of $3 such that aB = 4 and f/B is homotopic in T to a 
constant map; 
(ii) f is in general position; and 
(iii) for any singular family (3, f*), homotopic to f and in general position, we have 
kcf*) 2 kcf). 
1.4. Remark. If a singular family (9, f) satisfies condition (i) of Definition 1.3, and if f/a93 is 
l-l, then (9, f) is homotopic to a normal singular family. 
1.5. Observe that homotopy and isotopy of singular families are equivalence relations, and 
that isotopy is stronger than homotopy. Observe also that normality is invariant under isotopy 
and so may be regarded as a property of an isotopy class. 
1.6. This section and the next are devoted to proving the 
PROPOSITION. In a compact surface T which is not a Klein bottle or a projective plane, each 
homotopy class of singular families contains at most finitely many normal isotopy classes. 
In this section we prove this Proposition for a bounded surface and incidentally lay some of 
the groundwork of the proof for a closed surface. We begin with some very general obser- 
vations. 
1.7. Remark. If (Se, f) is a singular family in a disconnected 2-manifold .FT, then for each 
component T of S, (LB, fT) = cf-‘( T), f [f-‘(T)) is a singular family in T. Clearly k(f) =: kcfT), 
where T ranges over all components of Y. It follows that f is normal if and only if fT is normal 
for each component T of Y. 
1.8. Definition. If (3, f) and (S’, f’) are singular families in a surface T, their coincidence 
number, denoted ccf, f’), is the number of pairs (p, p’) E 24 x !?&I such that f(p) = f’(p’). 
1.9. Remark. Let (3, f) be a singular family in a 2-manifold T. Then for each component B 
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of 3, (B, flJ3) is a singular path or curve in T. Clearly 
where B ranges over all components, and {Br, B2) over all unordered pairs of components, of 
28. 
0u.r first immediate goal is to prove Proposition 1.6 in the special case in which T is a disc. 
1.10. Remark. If (9, g) is a normal singular family in a disc, each component of 9? is an arc. 
(This follows from condition (i) of Definition 1.3.) 
1.11. Definition. A graph is a l-dimensional polyhedron. 
1.12. LEMMA. Let K be a connected finite graph, L a connected subcomplex. Given any 
embedding j: L+R’, there are at most finitely many ambient isotopy classes, rel L. of 
extensions of j to embeddings of K into R2. 
(Two extensions J, and .I2 of j are ambient-isotopic rel L if there is a homeomorphism h: 
R2+ R2, isotopic to the identity rel j(L), such that h 0 J1 = J2.) 
1.13. Proof. We may write K = L U el U . . . U e,, where each ei is a l-simplex and 
LUe,U .,. U e, is connected for r = 0,. . . , n. By an obvious induction, this reduces the proof 
to the special case K = L U e, e a l-simplex. 
The set L n e consists of one or two vertices of K. For each u E L n e, fix a disc 0, C R2 
such that j-‘(D) is the star of v in some simplicial subdivision of K. If L fl e contains two 
points, v and v’, take 0, and II,, to be disjoint. 
Let J: K +R2 be an embedding that extends j. If L f~ e consists of a single point u, then 
after modifying J by an isotopy-rel L we may assume that J(e -{II}) C 0, -j(L). Hence in this 
case the number of possible isotopy classes for J rel L is at most the number of components of 
D, -j(L), i.e., the order of the vertex v in L. 
Now suppose that L rl e consists of two points u1 and ~2. Let N, and N2 be disjoint regular 
neighborhoods of v1 and v2 in e. Set Di = DUi for i = 1, 2. After modifying J by an ambient 
isotopy rel L, we may assume that .I(Ni - vi) C Di -j(L) for i = 1, 2. Hence the number of 
possible isotopy classes for JI(L U N1 U N2) rel L is at most 6i&, where +i is the order of t‘i in 
. L. 
Let H be a regular neighborhood of j(L) in R2 such that H n J(K) = J(L U NJ U NJ. Since 
j(L) is connected, each component of R2- fi is a disc or a half-open annulus. The arc 
j(e - (N, U N2)) is properly embedded in R2 - I?; and in a disc or half-open annulus, there are 
respectively one or two ambient-isotopy classes of properly embedded arcs with given 
endpoints. Hence, given the ambient-isotopy class of JIL U N1 U N2 rel L, there are at most two 
possible ambient-isotopy classes for J rel L. The total number of possible ambient-isotopy 
classes for J rel L is therefore at most 219&. ‘7 
1.14. Proof of Proposition 1.6 when T is a disc. Regard T as a subpolyhedron of R’. Let (9, 
f) be a normal singular family in T; by Remark 1.10, each component of 9 is an arc. In 
particular, f(93) U aT is a graph with 2d + kcf) vertices Cf(as) and the “singular points”) and 
with at most four edges incident to any one vertex. 
Set K = f(B) U Xf, L = aT. Let fo denote f regarded as a map of 9 into K, and let V: K + R2 
denote the inclusion map. Note that by condition (ii) of Definition 1.3, f,~ is “almost l-l” in the 
sense that it is l-l on the complement of a finite subset of 9. Clearly the singular family (Se, f) 
is completely determined by the l-manifold 9, the connected finite graph K, the connected 
subcomplex L, the almost l-l map f,-,: 8 --, K, and the embedding V: K -+R* that maps 1 onto 
XP. By condition (iii) of Definition 1.3, all normal singular families in a given homotopy class 
have the same complexity, and so all the corresponding graphs K have the same number of 
vertices, by the above. Among graphs that have at most four edges incident to any vertex, there 
are only finitely many with a given number of vertices, up to homeomorphism. Furthermore, up 
to composition with homeomorphisms of 9 that are isotopic to the identity, there are only 
finitely many almost l-l maps from a given l-manifold 9 into a given finite graph. The result 
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now follows from Lemma 1.12, Definition 1.1, and the obvious fact that an isotopy of R2. which 
is constantly the identity on aT, induces an isotopy of 7’. El 
As preparation for the proof of Proposition 1.6 for a bounded surface, which is the goal of 
this section, we need more precise information about normal families in a disc. 
1.15. LEMMA. If (.9, f) is a normal singular family in a disc D, then for each component B of 
9, B is an arc and fJB is l-l. Moreover, for any two components B,, BZ of $33, f(B,) n f(B?) 
consists of at most one point. 
1.16. Proof. By Remark 1.10, each component of 98 is an arc. To prove the other assertions, 
first note that f l&33 is l-l by condition (ii) of Definition 1.3. Regard D as a convex polygon in 
R*, in such a way that no two points of f(Zi?) lie in the same edge of D, and so that no three line 
segments whose endpoints lie in aB are concurrent. Define a new singular family ($3, f*) in D 
as follows: for each component B of 9, f* agrees with f on JB and maps B homeomorphically 
onto the line segment in D that joins the two points of f(dB). Our way of identifying D with a 
polygon guarantees that f * is in general position. For each component I3 of $X3 set ks = kCflB), 
k’tj = kCf*IB) = 0. For each unordered pair of components {B,, Bl} of 98, set c&B1 = ccf(B,, fl&), 
and cB,B~ = d_f*lh,f*I&). 
By Remark 1.9 we have kcf) = 2 kB + Z cB,&, and ktf*) = E kg+ I: c~,~~, where B 
B WI&I B iBI.Jhl 
ranges over all components, and {II,, B2} over all unordered pairs of components, of 53. But 
k’g = 0 5 ks. Furthermore, cZj,& is 0 or 1, depending on whether the two points of f (a&) lie in 
the same component or in different components of (6’D) - f (Bd. Therefore cZ;,B2 5 CB,B~. On 
the other hand, condition (iii) of Definition 1.3 guarantees that Z kg+ E c&B1 = kcf*) 2 
kcf)=IZkk,+ 2 cf&. This is possible only if ks = kg and cB,& = $,& fd:L?R, B,, B2. Thus 
kB = O,Bwhich’zets that flB is l-l; and c B,& I 1, which is equivalent to the last sentence of the 
lemma. Cl 
We now begin to prepare for a result (Lemma 1.29) which says that a normal family in a 
2-manifold may be isotoped into a standard position with respect to an appropriate I- 
dimensional submanifold. 
1.17. Notations, Remarks, and Definitions. If N is a two-sided (n-1)-manifold in an n- 
manifold M, the manifold obtained by splitting M along N will be denoted by v~(M). There is 
a canonical identification map r: IN + M such that r-‘(N) consists of two homeomorphic 
copies of N and rlr-‘(it4 -N) is l-l; it will be denoted by rN(A4). 
Let C be a 2-sided l-manifold in a 2-manifold T. A singular family (3, f) in T is C-splittable 
if f is transversal to C and flf-‘(C) is l-l (i.e., C contains no “double points” of f(B)). Set 
/3’ = a~-l~&l), and q = rf-l&3). Then it is easy to see that there is a unique map f’: p’ + a=(T) 
such that rf’ = fq. Clearly ($I’, f’) is a singular family in a&T). The singular family (a’, f’) is 
said to be obtained by splitting f along C. It will be denoted by a~(%?, f). The map q: Q’+ $4 
will be denoted by qc(S, f). 
1.18. Remark. Let C be a 2-sided l-manifold in a 2-manifold T, and let ($3, f ,) and (9, fz) be 
C-splittable singular families in T. Suppose that f,-‘(C) = f*-‘(C), and that a~(%, f ,) and OC($& 
fz) are homotopic (or isotopic) in a&T). Then (9, f,) and (3, fz) are homotopic (or, 
respectively, isotopic) in T. 
1.19. Remark. The complexity of a singular family is preserved by splitting it along a 
2-sided l-manifold. 
1.20. LEMMA. Let C be a 2-sided l-manifold in a 2-manifold T. Let ($3, f) be a C-splittable, 
normal singular family in T. Then uc(9, f) is normal in u=(T). 
1.21. Proof. Set T’ = gc(T) and ($I#‘, f’) = u&g, f). Since f satisfies condition (i) 
of Definition 1.3, so does f’. Since f satisfies condition (ii) of Definition 1.3 and is 
C-splittable, it is clear that f’ also satisfies condition (ii). To establish condition (iii) for 
f’, let f; be a singular family homotopic to f’. In particular f&W = f’~&?‘, which implies’ 
that (9?3’, f;) = ~~($24, f,) for some C-splittable singular family ($24, f) in 7’. By Remark 
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1.18 above (3, f,) is homotopic to (3, f). Using Remark 1.19 and the fact that f 
satisfies condition (iii) of (1.3), we get kcf;) = kcf,) 2 k(f) = kcf’), as required. El 
1.22. COROLLARY. Let A be a compact subsurface of a compact surface T such that 
C = Fr A is a 2-sided I-manifold in 7’. If (,%, f) is a normal, C-splittable singular family in T, 
then V’(A). fife’(A)) is a normal singular family in A. 
1.23. Proof. Set T’= oc(T), (.%‘, f’) = ~~(3, f). We may identify the components of T’ 
with A and T - A in a natural way. Then f’ is a normal singular family in T’ by (1.20); and by 
Remark 1.7, it gives rise to normal singular families (j-‘(A), f’\j’-‘(A)) and Cf’-‘(T - A), 
f’-‘I( T - A)) in A and T - A. But the first of these, according to our natural identifications, is 
simply V-‘(A), flf-‘(A)). !J 
1.24. Definition. Let C’ be a l-manifold contained in the boundary of a 2-manifold T’. Let 
(a’, f’) be a singular family in T’. A component B’ of 9’ is said to be C’-inessential (underf’.) if 
B’ is an arc and f’ is homotopic rel 83 to a map of 3 into C’. Otherwise it is C’-essential. The 
singular family (?i?‘, f’) is C’-essential if every component of 9’ is C-essential under f’. If 
C’= aT’, we may say essential for “C’-essential.” 
1.25. Definition. Let C be a 2-sided l-manifold in a 2-manifold T, and let (3, fl be a 
C-splittable singular family in T. Set T’ = at(T), r = rc(T), and C’ = r-‘(C). We say that (9, f) 
is C-reduced if ~~(9, f) is a C’-essential singular family in T’. (In particular a C-reduced family 
is by definition C-splittable.) 
1.26. Definition. A complete system of arcs in a bounded surface T is a two-sided 
l-manifold C c T, whose components are all arcs, and such that each component of UC(T) is a 
disc. If at(T) is a single disc, C is said to be a geometric basis for T. 
1.27. Remark. A geometric basis exists in every bounded surface. 
1.28. Definition. Let C be a two-sided l-manifold in a 2-manifold T. The C-crossing number 
of a C-splittable singular family (3, f) in T is the number of points in f(a) fl C, or equivalently, 
the number of points in f-‘(C). We shall denote it by A&). 
1.29. LEMMA. Let C be a complete system of arcs in a bounded surface T. Then every normal 
singular family in T is isotopic to a C-reduced singular family. 
1.30. Proof. Let (9, fO) be a C-splittable, normal singular family in T, which has the 
smallest C-crossing number of any C-splittable singular family in its isotopy class. We claim 
that f. is C-reduced. This will clearly imply the lemma. 
Set 9 = a&T), r = r-c(T), (%‘, f$ = (~~(92, f& and C’ = r-‘(C). By Lemma 1.20, f6 is a 
normal singular family in 9 ; and by Definition 1.26, each component of ?J is a disc. Hence by 
Corollary 1.22 and Lemma 1.15, fb maps each component of 3 homeomorphically onto an arc 
in 9, and any two of these arcs intersect in at most one point. 
If f. is not C-reduced, then some component B’ of 8 is C’-inessential, which in this case 
amounts to saying that fh(i3B’) is contained in one component of C’. Hence f&(aB’) bounds an 
arc y’ C C’. Since fh(B’) is an arc by the above, y’ U f&(B’) is a simple closed curve in 9, and 
therefore bounds a disc A. 
Now consider the set of all discs A’ c 9 such that aA’ is the union of an arc in C’ with an 
arc in fh(B’) for some component B’ of /3’. Let Ah be a disc in this set which is minimal with 
respect to inclusion. Set a& = fib U y& where fib C fh(,(Bb) (Bha component of B’), and yi, C C’, 
are arcs. We may write A&nf&(g’) in the form fi6 U ,f3; U . . . U /3; where each /3: is an arc in 
fb(Bi) for some component B: of 9’ (recall that fi, maps the components of 93 homeomorphic- 
ally onto arcs), and for i 2 1, /3: U JAh = dp{C 86 U -& The minimality of Ah implies that no 
/3:(i 2 1) has both its endpoints in &,. On the other hand, no p:(i 1 1) has both its endpoints in 
&, since, by the above, the arcs f’(Bh) and f’(Bi) intersect in at most one point. Thus each arc 
p:(i 2 1) joins a point of $3 to a point of $3. 
Now A = r(A’) is a disc in ?; aA is the union of the arcs PO = r(&$) and y. = r(y& and 
Anfo(~)=poup,u . . . U fin, where, for i L 1, pi = r(p{) is an arc joining a point of 40 to a 
point of qo. Let c be a small arc neighborhood of y. in C. Then c intersects fo(P) in n + 2 points. 
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namely the endpoints of PO and those endpoints of pi(i L 1) that lie in $. Now let c* be an arc 
which has the same endpoints as c, is close to PO, and is disjoint from A and from C - c. Since 
b0 intersects fo(B) in n points, namely those endpoints of the pi(i 2 1) that lie in 40, we may 
choose c* so that it intersects fo(9?) in n points also. If we set C* = (C - c) U c*, we then have 
Ac*cfO) = AccfO) - 2. But by the construction of C*, there is a homeomorphism J: T --) T, isotopic 
to the identity rel aT, such that J(C) = C*. Then the singular family (9, J-‘fo) is isotopic to (% 
f,,), and h&J-‘fo) = Ac*(fo) < AccfO). This contradicts the defining property of fo. Hence fo is 
C-reduced. El 
The next step in the proof of Proposition 1.6 in the bounded case is to show (in Lemma 1.33) 
that, up to isotopy, homotopic reduced singular families may be taken to be homotopic in a very 
nice way. 
1.3 1. Definition. Let C be a 2-sided l-manifold in a 2-manifold T. Let (8, f) and (98, f*) be 
singular families in T. A homotopy F: % x Z + T from f to f*, constant on 89, is called 
C-regular if for each component Z3 of 9, (B x Z) n F-‘(C) has either the form p x Z or the form 
B x p, where p is a finite subset of i or f respectively. If such an F exists, f and f* are said to 
be C-regularly homotopic. If the homotopy F is constant on a set P C f-‘(C). f and f* are 
C-regularly homotopic rel P. 
1.32. Definition. A two-sided l-manifold C in a 2-manifold T is called degenerate if some 
component of C is a curve bounding a disc in T. 
1.33. LEMMA. Let C be a non-degenerate 2-sided l-manifold in a surface T. Let (9,f) and 
(9, f*) be homotopic, C-reduced singular families in T. Then there is a homeomorphism j: 
9? --) 3, isotopic to the identity rel &3, such that f and f* 0 j are C-regularly homotopic. 
1.34. Proof. We may assume that % is connected. 
Since f and f* are transversal to C and are homotopic, there is a homotopy F: 9 x Z -+ T 
between them which is constant on 89 and transversal to C. Among all such F, choose one for 
which F-‘(C) has the smallest number of components; call it Fo. 
Let us call a disc D C $33 X I negligible if D fl a(93 x I) is either the empty set or an arc in 
93 x aZ. We claim that no component of Fo-‘(C) is the frontier of a negligible disc in 59 x I. 
Assume otherwise. Let Do be a negligible disc in 9 x I, whose frontier is a component of 
Foe’(C), and which is minimal with respect to inclusion among all such discs. 
Suppose first that Do C ii8 x f. Let A be a small disc neighborhood of Do in 4 x I” such that 
(A - Do) fl FO-‘(C) = 4. Now Z$lFr DO is a singular curve homotopic to a constant in T. Since 
FO(Fr DO) C C, and since C is non-degenerate, it follows that FOIFr Do is homotopic in C to a 
constant map. Hence FO(Fr A is a singular curve homotopic to a constant in T - C. We may 
therefore extend F,-,I(Sl x I)- 8 to a map F,: 9 x I+ T such that F,(A) C T - C. But then 
F,-‘(C) has fewer components than Fo-‘(C), a contradiction. 
There remains the case in which DO r7 a(9 x I) is an arc .9 in 9 x 81. By symmetry we may 
assume @ C 93 X (0). Set (Y = Fr DO = (a&) - b. Set T’ = a&T), r = rc( T), C’ = r-‘(C). By the 
minimality of Do, FO(DO may be written as rFO, where PO is some map of Do into T’. Since 
PO(~) C C’, F+ is a C’-inessentiql singular path in 7”. But if we set (S’, f’) = a~(.%?, f), /3 may 
be naturally identified with a component of 9’, and we then have ~%lp = f’lp. Thus /3 is 
C’-inessential under f’, and the C-irreducibility of f is contradicted. Thus the claim is proved. 
Now since the homotopy FO is constant on a9 and is transversal to C, it is clear that 
F,-‘(C)c&xZ.B th b y e a ove claim it then follows that each component of FO-‘(C) is either a 
non-contractible simple closed curve (possible only if &?? = $), or an arc joining a point of 
9 x (0) to a point of % x (1). Hence there is a homeomorphism J: 58 x Z -+ 99 x Z such that 
J\($?J x (0)) is the identity and J(FO-‘(C)) has one of the forms p x Z, 9 x p, where p is a finite 
subset. of 98 or I” respectively. Then F,-, 0 J-l: $9 x Z + T is a C-regular homotopy from f to 
f* 0 j, where j: 9 + % is a homeomorphism isotopic to the identity rel 89% ‘J 
1.35. COROLLARY. Let C be a non-degenerate 2-sided l-manifold in a 2-manifold T, and let 
(8, f) and (a, f*) be homotopic, C-reduced singularfamilies in T. Thenforany component B of 3, 
&(flB) = A&*IB). In particular A&f) = h&f*). Cl 
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1.36. Proof of Proposition 1.6 when T is bounded. Let (3, f) be a normal singular family in 
T. We wish to show that there are only finitely many isotopy classes of normal singular families 
homotopic to f. Let C be a geometric basis for T. According to Lemma 1.29, by varying f 
within its isotopy class we may assume it to be C-reduced. Set n = hccf) and (!%I’, f’) = uc($?, 
f). For each component c of C, fix points qlc, . . . , qnC E E. Set Q = {qic: 1~ i I nt c a 
component of C}. 
Now let (%l*. f*) be a normal singular family homotopic to (3, f). By Lemma 1.29, we may 
assume, by varying f* within its isotopy class, that it is C-reduced; according to Lemma 1.33, 
by further varying f* within its isotopy class, we may assume it to be C-regularly homotopic to 
f. On the other hand we have A&*) = 12 by Corollary 1.35. In particular, f*(B) n c contains at 
most n points for any component c of C. Hence there is an isotopy J: T x I + T such that, if 
we define Jr: T -+ T by Jr(x) = J(x, t) we have JO= identity, Jt(C) = C for all t E I, and 
J,Cf*(a) n C) C Q. Clearly J1 0 f* is isotopic to f*, and is C-regularly homotopic to f*, and 
therefore to f; furthermore, JJ*(a) n C C Q. Hence we may assume without loss of generality 
that f*(s) n C c Q. 
Since C is a geometric basis, a=(T) is a disc. Set (B*‘, f*‘) = cc(%*, f*). Since f and f* are 
C-regularly homotopic, it is clear that % *’ = a’. By Lemma 1.20, (S’, f’) and (B’, f*‘) are 
normal in a&T). By Remark 1.10, each component of 3, is an arc. Setting r = r-c(T), we have 
f*‘(JB’) c r-‘(Q); since r-‘(Q) is finite, and since the homotopy class of a singular path in a disc 
is determined by its endpoints, there are only finitely many possible homotopy classes for (B’, 
f*‘). And since we have already proved Proposition 1.6 for the case of a disc (1.10) we know 
that each possible homotopy class for (S’, f*‘) contains only finitely many isotopy classes of 
normal singular families. Finally, the isotopy class of (a’, f’) determines the isotopy class of (!8, 
f) by Remark 1.18. This completes the proof. g 
$2. SINGULAR CURVES IN A CLOSED SURFACE 
We prove Proposition 1.6 for a closed surface T. The method of Pl is adapted to this case by 
using a two-sided simple closed curve in place of a geometric basis. Our first goal is to prove an 
analogue of Lemma 1.29; this is Lemma 2.7 below, and our first results are preliminary to it. 
2.1. LEMMA. Let T’ be a compact surface with at least two boundary components. Let (9’. 
f’) be a normal singular family in T’, and let B’ be an inessential component of $33’. Then there is 
an annulus in T’ containing C’ U f'(B'), where C’ is the component of 8T’ containing f’(aB’). 
2.2. Proof. Since T’ has at least two boundary components, there is a two-sided arc y. C T’ 
such that y. n C’ is a single point. If P- is a geometric basis for aYo( T’), then after modifying l+ 
by an ambient isotopy we may assume that r- is disjoint from r-‘(~0) and from r-‘(C). where 
r = rw( T’). Then r = r(T-) U y. is a geometric basis for T’, and r II C’ consists of one point, an 
endpoint of the component yo of r. 
Now by Lemma 1.29, (a’, f’) is isotopic to a singular family (S’, f*‘) which is r-reduced. In 
particular, (B’, f*‘IB’) is r-reduced. But the hypothesis that B’ is inessential means that the map 
f’(B’ is homotopic rel JB’ to a map g: B’ + aT’. Hence f*‘jB’ is homotopic to g rel JB’. We may 
take g to be locally l-l, which implies that the singular path (B’, g’), homotopic to (B’, f*‘jB’), 
is also r-reduced. But we have A,(g) = 0, (1.28) for each component y# yo of r. By Corollary 
1.35, we have A,,(f*‘IB’) = 0 for each component y+ y. of r; i.e., f*(B’) c T’- (r - ‘yo). Now, 
since r is a geometric basis, ar-,,,(T’) is an annulus or Mobius band A C T’, and A contains C’. 
If A were a Mobius band, we would have C’ = JA, so that A = T’ by connectedness; this is a 
contradiction, since T’ has at least two boundary components by hypothesis. Thus C’ U f*(B’) 
is contained in an annulus in T’; since (B’, f*IB’) is isotopic to (B’, f’\B’), the conclusion of the 
lemma follows. 
2.3. LEMMA. Let a be a two-sided .I-manifold in a 2-manifold A. Let f’ and f’ be homotopic 
singular families in A. If f’ is a-reduced then A,cf2) 4 A,cf’), (1.29). 
2.4. Proof. Of all singular families homotopic to f’, let f’ be one having the smallest 
possible a-crossing number. Of course A,Cf') 5 A,cf ‘); we claim that f’ is a-reduced, so that 
A,Cf2) = A,cf’), by (1.35). This will prove the lemma. 
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Suppose that f’ is not a-reduced. Set (%‘, f”) = a,(%‘, f’), r = r,(A), and cy’ = r-‘(a). Then 
3’ has an a’-inessential component B’. We may naturally identify B’ with an arc in d,. Let /3 be 
a neighborhood of B’ in $# which is an arc and is such that (/3 - B’) II f-‘(a) = 0. Since B’ is 
a’-inessential under f3’, the map f’]fi is homotopic in A, rel Jp, to a map of /3 into A-Q. But this 
implies that f3 is homotopic to a singular family f such that Aa I h,(f)) - 2, contradicting the 
definition of f’. cl 
2.5. LEMMA. Let (%*, f’) be a normal singular family in an annulus A. Denote the 
components of aA by Ca and C’. For m = 0, 1 let 93,,, denote the union of all components B of 
%* such that f ‘(aB) C C,,, and aB# 0. Then f ‘(930) nf’(9’) = 0. 
2.6. Proof. We may take A = S’ x I and C, = S’ x {m}. Let % denote the union of all 
curves in 3. Set sQ3 = 9 - (Ye, U 93, U Se,). By modifying f’ via a small ambient isotopy, we may 
assume that there exists S >O such that for each component B of B3, f’(B) n (S’ x [0, 
81) = (Pso) x [O, a, and f’(B) n (S’ X [I - 6, 11) = (PB’} x [l - 6, 11, for points pea, pB’ E S’. We 
may also choose 6 so that f ‘(92) C S’ X (6, 1 - S). Set A0 = S’ x [0, S], Al = S’ x [l - 6, I]. For 
m = 0, 1, f’]Ye, is obviously isotopic to a singular family g, such that g,,,(&,J c A,,,. 
We may regard g, as a singular family in A,,,. By Remark 1.4 and Definition 1.3, g, is 
homotopic in A,,, to a normal family g,& and k(gA) I k(g,). But by the conditions imposed on f’ 
at the beginning of this proof, Im = f ‘(3,) n A, is a complete system of arcs in A,, unless 
B3 = 0. By Lemma 1.29, if a3 # 0, gh is isotopic to a I,-reduced singular family (?&,,, gz). This 
is trivially true if B3 = 0, since we may then take gi = 86. Define a new singular family (53*, f*) 
in A by letting f’ agree with gh on 9, (m = 0, 1) and with f’ on 9~ U 9~3. We shall compare 
&f*) with kcf’)~ 
Since f’ is normal and homotopic to f *, we have kcf ‘) I kcf’). On the other hand, by Remark 
1.9, 
kcf’, = ,_;_, k,’ + c dm < < 09nin53 
where k,’ = k(f’/$?&) and CL,, = ccf’]aBm, f’]5!&). We claim that k,,,* zz k,’ and ck,, I ci, I CA,, for 
all m, n. 
For m = 0 or 1 we have k,* = k(gg) = k(gh) 5 k(g,) = k,‘. Tautologically, k,’ = k,’ for 
m = 2 or 3. By construction, ci, = 0 5 c,!,, for 0 5 m < n 5 2. Again tautologically, c$~ = ci3. To 
show that ci3 5 ck3 (m = 0 or l), let B be any component of g3, and let aB be an arc contained 
in f’(B) such that &rB = f’(aB). Then for m = 0, 1, CQ n A, = f’(B) fl A,,, = Y,,& a component 
of I,,,. We may regard (rB and Y,& as geometric bases of A and A,. Since f2]Bm = gz is 
I,,,-reduced in A,,,, it is ymB-reduced in A, and hence cYB-reduced in A. Recalling the notation of 
(1.28), we have c@]$?~, f2]B) = ~,~(f*]%,,) 5 h,B(f”]%,,) 5 ccf’]%,,, f’lB), where the first in- 
equality follows from Lemma 2.3 since f21BWm is aB-reduced, and the remaining equality and 
inequality are trivial. Letting B range over all components of s3 and summing, we obtain 
ci3 C= cf,(m = 0, l), and the claim is proved. 
The claim implies that k(f2) I kcf’); but since the reverse inequality holds as well, all the 
inequalities of the claim must be equalities. In particular c& = c& = 0, and this is equivalent to 
the conclusion of the lemma. Cl’ 
2.7. LEMMA. Let C be a non-separating two-sided simple closed curve in a closed surface T 
Then every normal singular family in T is isotopic to a C-reduced singular family. 
Proof. Let (3, f) be a normal singular family in T; by modifying f via a general-position 
isotopy, we may assume that it is C-splittable. We shall show that if f is not C-reduced, it is 
isotopic to a singular family g such that AC(g) < A&f). This will obviously imply the lemma. 
Set T’= uc(T), (93’, f’) = a~($ f), and r = rc(T). If f is not C-reduced, then some 
component B’ of 3 is inessential under f’. Let Co denote the component of r-‘(C) containing 
f’(aB’). Since f’ is normal by Lemma 1.20; and since T’ clearly has two boundary components, 
it follows from Lemma 2.1 that Co U f’(B’) is contained in an annulus in T’. Therefore, if N is a 
regular neighborhood of Co U f’(B’) in T’, and if A is the union of N with all discs in T’ whose 
boundaries lie in aN, then A is an annulus. We shall construct our regular neighborhood N by 
triangulating 3 and T’ in such a way that f’ becomes a simplicial map, and taking N to be the 
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second derived neighborhood of CoUf’(B’) in the triangulation of T’. It is then clear that (i) Fr 
N is a two-sided l-manifold in T’ and f’ is (Fr N)-splittable, and (ii) each component of f’-‘(N) 
is an arc whose image under f’ intersects CO U f’(B’). 
Let C’ denote the curve (JA) - Co. By (i), f’ is Cl-splittable. Hence by Corollary 1.22, (.%*, 
f’) = (_?-‘(A), f’lf’-‘(A)) is a normal singular family in A. The hypotheses of Lemma 2.5 are thus 
satisfied by our A, Co, C’, $%J*, and f’, and we may define 3, and 9, as in the statement of that 
lemma. The lemma gives f’($?&) n f’(a,) = 0. We claim that in fact 3’ = 0. Suppose, indeed, that 
B’ is a component of 3’. Since f’(JB’) C JA C N, B’ must contain a component b of 
(f’)-‘(N) = (J’-‘(N). By statement (ii) above, f’(b) = f’(b) intersects C,, U (f’(F) fl N) c C,, U 
f’(&J. But f’(B,) has been seen to be disjoint from f’(%o); and it is disjoint from C,, by its very 
definition. This contradiction proves the claim. 
The claim says that each arc which is a component of 8* = f’-‘(A) has at least one endpoint 
in cf’)-‘CC,,). But B’ has both endpoints in cf’)-‘(Co). Therefore cf’)-‘(C’) has fewer points (by 
at least two) than cf’)-‘(C,), which is to say that A,(c,‘~) < A&>. Since C = r(Co) and r(C’) 
bound an annulus r(A) C T, there is a homeomorphism J: T + T, isotopic to the identity, such 
that J(C) = r(C’). Now g = 1-l 0 f is a singular family isotopic to f, and AC(g) < AcCf). g 
In $1, homotopic reduced singular families (and their splittings) were compared via the 
simple Corollary 1.35 of Lemma 1.33. The next two lemmas extract stronger information from 
Lemma 1.33. 
2.8. LEMMA. Let C be a non-separating two-sided simple closed curve in a closed surface T. 
Then any homotopy class of singular curves in T contains at most two homotopy classes of 
singular curves in T - C. 
2.9. Proof. Let Cl and Ct be the boundary components of a regular neighborhood of C in 
T. Fix an orientation of C, and let C’ and Cz be given the corresponding orientations. For i = 1, 
2, and for each non-zero integer n, let fi”: S’ + Cj be a degree-n map. We claim that if (S’, f) 
and (S’, f*) are singular curves in T - C which are homotopic in T but not in T - C, then for 
some n # 0, one of f and f* is homotopic in T - C to f’” and the other to fz”. This will clearly 
imply the lemma. 
By Lemma 1.33, we may assume that there exists a C-regular homotopy F from f to f’. 
Then F-‘(C) = S’ x p for some finite set p C i. Since f and f * are not homotopic in T - C, we 
have p # 0. Let to and t, be the smallest and largest real numbers in the set p. Then for 
0 5 t c to, f is homotopic in T - C to ft, where f*(z) = F(z, t). By taking t close enough to to we 
may conclude that f is homotopic in T - C to fin, for some n # 0 and for i = 1 or 2. Similarly f * 
is homotopic in T - C to some fim. Now fi” and fi” are homotopic in T, and so represent the 
same element of H,(T; Z). It follows that m = n. But fi” and fj” = fi” are not homotopic in 
T - C. and so we must have if j. This proves the claim. CI 
2.10. LEMMA. Let C be a non-separating two-sided simple closed curve in a closed surface T. 
Let (9, f) and ($39, f*) be homotopic, C-reduced singular families in T. Let p be a point of $3 
such that f@) E C. Then f* is isotopic to some singular family f T which is in turn C-regularly 
homotopic to f rel (p}. 
2.11. Proof. By Lemma 1.33, f * is isotopic to a singular family f ‘6 which is C-regularly 
homotopic to f. Let F be a C-regular homotopy from f ‘6 to f. For t E I, set a(t) = F@, t); since 
f(p) E C and F is c-regular, (Y is a path in C. Now let A be an annular neighborhood of C in T. 
Using only the fact that (Y is a path in C, it is easy to construct an isotopy 1: A x I + A, 
constant on 8A, such that if we set &(q) = J(q, t), we have JO = identity, Ii(C) = C for all I E I, 
and J(p, t) = a(t) for all t E I. Extend J to an isotopy j: T x I + T by letting JI be the identity 
outside A for all t E I. Then f T = fl 0 f ‘6 is isotopic to f 8 and is C-regularly homotopic to f rel 
p; in fact, an explicit C-regular homotopy G is given by G(q, t) = _f,-‘(F(q, t)). Cl 
In order to exploit Lemma 2.10, we must compare the splittings of singular families that are 
C-regularly homotopic rel (p}. As a preliminary we prove a lemma on singular families in an 
annulus. 
2.12. Convention and Definition. We fix a piecewise-linear covering map e: R -+ S’, whose 
covering transformations (deck transformations) are all translations x +x + n, n E Z. (Thus e is 
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a piecewise-linear version of the exponential map.) Suppose now that we are given a singular 
path (B, f) in S’ x I, and a point z E 8B. Let z* denote the point of 6’B distinct from z, let r: 
S’ x I + S’ denote projection onto the first factor, and let f denote a lifting to R (via e) of the 
map rf: B + S’. The number f(z*) -f(z), which is clearly independent of the choice of a lifting 
f, is called the degree of (B, f) with z us initial point, and is written degf. 
2.13. LEMMA. Let (B;,f;) and (B&f;) beessentiulsingularpuths in S’ X I. Fori = 1,2,lefzi beu 
point of aB:, and suppose that f&Q E S’ x (0). Then c(f;, f;) 2 Jdeg,,f! - deg,f$l - 1. 
2.14. Proof. For i = 1, 2, set di = deg$ and let .zT denote the endpoint of B{ distinct from 
zi. By symmetry we may assume d, L dz. Let co denote the greatest integer contained in d, - dz. 
To prove the lemma, it is enough to show that ccf;, f;) 2 CO. 
Note that for i = 1, 2, since f: is essential and f:(Zi) E S1 X {0}, we must have f:(zt) E S’ x {I}. 
We may regard R x I as a covering space of S’ x 1, with the covering projection E defined by 
E(x, t) = (e(x), t). Let f, be a lifting of f; to RX I. Set fl(.z,) = (5, 0) and f,(zT) = ([*, 1). 
If i: RX I+R denotes projection onto the first factor, rE-‘cf~(zz)) is a coset of Z in the 
additive group R. Hence the interval [c, 5 + co] contains at least co points of rE-‘cf;(zz)). Thus 
there are CO distinct liftings f~‘, . . . , fico of fi, such that rfi’(z2) lies in [{, < + CO] for 1 5 i 5 co. By 
the definition of the degree of a path, $z’(zT) = $~(zz) + dZ I 5 + co + d:! 5 f + d, = rf,(zT) = [*. 
Thus the path f2i has one endpoint in [[, a) x (0) and one in (--a, <*I x {l}, whereas f, has 
endpoints (5, 0) and ([*, 1). The paths {, and fli must therefore intersect; i.e., there exist 
tl” E B;, ti E B; such that f,(tli) =fi(ti). In particular f;(t,‘) = f;(ti); thus to show that ccf;, 
f;) L co, we need only show that the pairs (t,‘, tl*), . . . ,(f,‘o, t2’o) are all distinct. But if 
(t,‘, tzi) = (tli, f,i), then fi(t;) = f,(t,‘) = f,(t,‘) = fi(t?j) = fi’(t&. By the unique lifting theorem 
for covering spaces we then have f$ = {i and so, by our construction, i = j. Cl 
2.15. Definition. Let (p’, f’) and (p’, f*‘) be singular families in a surface T, and let s be a 
subset of a%‘. We say that (a’, f’) and (9?‘, f*‘) are weakly homotopic rel s if there is a 
homotopy F from f’ to f*‘, constant on s, such that f(p, t) E aT for p E A%, t E I. If s = 0, we 
shall say simply that f’ and f*’ are weakly homotopic. 
2.16. Remark. Let C be a two-sided simple closed curve in a surface T, and let (%, f) and 
(93, f*) be singular families in T, which are C-regularly homotopic rel P for a given set 
P Cf-l(C). Suppose that every component of 93 intersects f-‘(C). Set T’= cc(T), (%‘, 
f’) = u&&f), (B*‘,f*‘) = a&$f*), and 4 = qc(9?, f). Then 98’ = a*‘, and what is more, (B’, 
f’) and (99’, f*‘) are weakly homotopic, rel q-‘(P), in T’. 
2.17. LEMMA. Let T’ be a compact surface which is not an unnulus or a Miibius band. Let 
(9, f’) be a aT’-essential singularfamily in T’. Let s be a subset of a9 such that each component 
of aT’ contains at least one point of f(s). Let k be a non-negative integer, and let g: X33’-, aT’ 
be a map. Let Qp denote the set of all singular families @I’, f*‘) which are weakly homotopic to 
(a’, f’) rel s, and are such thut kcf*‘) I k and f*‘la9?’ = g. Then the singular families in Cp 
represent only finitely many homotopy classes. 
2.18. Proof. We may assume that T’ is not a disc. We may also assume that each 
component of 3 is an arc. 
For each component c of aT’, define a covering space T: as follows. Choose a basepoint 
x E c, and take F: to be determined by the subgroup Im(r,(c, x)+ n,(T’, x)) of r,(T’, x). 
Clearly T; is independent of the choice of x E c. We denote the covering projection by II,: 
f:+ T’. 
Note that aTL has a canonically defined component i: which is mapped homeomorphically 
onto c by II,; and n,(t)+ 7rl(Ti) is an epimorphism-in fact an isomorphism-since T’ is not a 
disc. It follows that f: is homeomorphic to a subset Qc of S’ x I such that S’ x [O, 1) C Qc. For 
each component c of aT’ we choose such a Qc and a homeomorphism Ye: T:-+ Qc, such that 
71,(E) = S’ x (0). Note that f: is not a (closed) annulus, since by hypothesis T’ is not an annulus 
or a MGbius band. Therefore S’ x (1) (L Qc. 
For each z E @3’, let B’(z) denote the component of .?%?I containing z, and c(z) the 
component of aT’ containing f’(z). For each f*’ E @‘, we have f*‘(z) E c(z), since f*’ is weakly 
homotopic to f’; and there is a unique lifting fi’ of f*‘(B’(z) such that f*‘(z) E c(z). Now (B’(z), 
qctz) 0 fi’) is a singular path in S’ x 1. Set dzCf*‘) = degz(qlccz, 0 fi’), (2.12). (Of course this 
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number depends on the choice of Qc and qlc, but these choices have been made once and for 
all.) Consider the set Yz = {&Cf*‘): f*’ E @} C R. We claim that for each z E a%, Y’: is a bounded 
set. 
Before establishing this claim we must note that since any f*’ E @ is weakly homotopic to f’. 
it is essential, and that fT’ is therefore essential in T&, for all 2 E a91. Since f*‘(z) E z) it 
follows that qc(,-) 0 fz’ is essential in S’ x I. 
To prove the claim we first consider the case z E s. Let f*’ E @ be given. Then the singular 
paths f’lB(z) and f*‘IB(z) are weakly homotopic rel z in T’. By the covering homotopy property 
of covering spaces, f: and fi’ are weakly homotopic rel z in p&). But f: and fi’ are essential. 
Thus if we identify dT& with Qccz) via qccz), and let zI denote the endpoint of B(z) distinct 
from z, there is a homotopy from f: to fr’, constant on z, and such that zI is mapped into 
(S’ x (1)) fl Qc(zj at every stage of the homotopy. since S’ x (1) (z Qccz), this clearly implies that 
I&v*‘) - d,cf’)J = JdegJ*’ - deg$I < 1. This proves the claim in this case. 
Now suppose that zE s. By the hypothesis, there exists zoE s such that f(zO) E c(z), i.e., 
c(zo) = c(z). Let f*’ E Cp be given. We may apply Lemma 2.13 to the singular paths ql,(,) 0 f$i 
and qctz) 0 fT’; for they _e w re observed above to be essential in S’ x 1, and they map z. and z, 
respectively, into ~,&c(z)) = S’ X (0). Thus Id&*‘) - &cf*‘)ls c(_&) + 1. We shall show 
presently that ccfTL, fi’) I 2kCf*‘). Since kcf*‘> 5 k for f*’ E 0, this will give Id,cf*‘) - &(f*‘)\ 5 
2k + 1. By the boundedness of Ya, which has already been established since z. E s, it will follow 
that Yz is bounded as well, and the claim will be proved in the remaining case. 
To see that c(&, fi’) I 2kCf*‘), let POE B(z& p E B(z) be such that &(po) = e’(p). Then 
f*‘@o) = f*‘(P ). A ssume that p. = p; then B(Z) = B(zo), and by the unique lifting property of 
covering spaces, f z. -*’= fT’. But z. # z, since zo E s and zg s, and since fi’ is essential, we have 
fiA(zo) E C(zo), fi’(zo) $5 C(ZO), a contradiction. Thus p f po, and (p, po} is an unordered pair such 
that f*‘(p) = f*‘(po). Since there are only two ordered pairs that determine a given unordered 
pair, we indeed have c(&, fi’) I 2kCf*), and the claim is proved. 
Now let f*’ E @ be given, and let B be a component of %? ; write ZO, zI for the points of aB. 
Let us identify B with I by a homeomorphism that maps z. onto 0. Then f’l~ and f*‘IB become 
paths (Y,(Y* parametrized by I. Since f’lB and ~*‘IB are weakly homotopic, and since f’laB =: g, 
there exist y. and yl, where yi is a path in c(zi) joining g(Zi) to f’(Zi), such that a* is 
fixed-endpoint homotopic to yo * cr * 7,; here * denotes the usual product of paths 
parametrized by I, and j+(t) = yl(l - t), 
Thus fii is fixed-endpoint homotopic to j% * & - * r,, where y. is the unique lifting of To in 
G), and q, is a lifting of 7,. If we identify Y?&,,, with QcczoJ via q,(,), +O becomes a path in 
S’ x {0}, and f, a path in (S’ x (1)) fl Qcczo) (since &, is essential). We have d,(f*‘) = 
deg To + d,cf’) + deg&. Since Q c(zo) $!? S’ x {l}, Ideg,$) < 1. Furthermore d,cf*‘) belongs to the 
set Yzo, which we have shown to be bounded; and since y. joins g(zo) to f’(zo) to f’(zo), degoyo 
belongs to a coset of Z in the additive group R which is determined independently of f*’ E @. 
Thus as f*’ ranges over 0, the real number dego ‘yo assumes only finitely many values; hence y. 
is restricted to a finite set of homotopy classes, and therefore so is yo. In exactly the same way, 
by considering fi: instead of &, one sees that yl is also restricted to a finite set of homotopy 
classes. Since (Y* = f*‘IB is fixed-endpoint homotopic to yo * a * y,, f*‘IB is also restricted to a 
finite set of homotopy classes, and hence so is f*‘. This is the conclusion of the lemma. 0 
2.19. Proof of Proposition 1.6 when T is closed. This is partially similar to the proof for the 
bounded case. Let (%, f) be a normal singular family in T. We wish to show that there are only 
finitely many isotopy classes of normal singular families homotopic to f. We may assume that T 
is not a 2-sphere, since if it is one then % = 0 and the conclusion is trivial. By the hypothesis of 
(1.6), T is not a projective plane either. Hence, T contains a non-separating simple closed curve 
C. According to Lemma 2.7, by varying f within its isotopy class, we may assume it to be 
C-reduced. Set n = A&) and (a’, f’) = ~~(53, f). Fix a set Q C C consisting of n points. If 
n > 0, fix a point p E f-‘(C). Define a subset P of f-‘(C) by P = 0 if n = 0, P = (p} if n > 0. 
Now let (a*, f*) be a normal singular family homotopic to (9, f). By Lemma 2.7, we may 
assume, by varying f* within its isotopy class, that it is C-reduced. According to Lemma 1.33 if 
n = 0, or Lemma 2.10 if n > 0, by further varying f within its isotopy class, we may assume it to 
be C-regularly homotopic to f rel P. On the other hand, we have &cf*) = n by Corollary 1.35. 
In particular, f*(B) n C contains at most n points. Hence there is an isotopy J: T Y I + T, 
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constant on f(P), such that, if we define J1: T + T by Jr(x) = J(x, t), we have JO = identity, 
J,(C) = C for all t E I, and J,cf*(%) rl C) C Q. Clearly .I, 0 f* is isotopic to f, and is C-regularly 
homotopic rel P to f*, and therefore to f; furthermore, JJ*(.%) n CC Q. Hence we may 
assume without loss of generality that f*(B) n C C Q. 
Set (53*‘, f*‘) = ~,(a*, f*). S ince f and f* are C-regularly homotopic, it is clear that 
$Z$*’ = $3’. We claim that there are only finitely many possible homotopy classes for (?Zf’, f*‘). 
Note that f’(X%‘) C r-‘(Q), where r = r,-(T); since r-‘(Q) is finite, there are only finitely many 
possible choices for the map f*lX!$‘. Thus in proving our claim, we may take f*‘jJ%’ to be a 
pre-assigned map g: a%’ + aT’. 
Let 3; denote the union of all those components of 9 which are curves; let Z4A; denote the 
union of those components of $8’ which are arcs. If B’ is a component of 9; it follows from 
Lemma 2.8 that there are at most two possible homotopy classes for f*‘jB’ in T’; for f’ is 
naturally identified with T - C, and B’ with a component of B. Thus there are only finitely many 
possible homotopy classes for f*‘\.%i. To prove the claim we must show that there are only 
finitely many possible homotopy classes for f*‘l$4i as well. In doing so we may of course 
assume that SS f 0, i.e., that n > 0. Thus the point p is defined, and P = (p}.. We shall let p2 
denote the union of all components of % that intersect f-‘(C), so that (2;. f*‘l?Ji) = (TC(%, 
f*la,). 
Consider first the case in which T is not a torus. By the hypothesis of (1.6), T is not a Klein 
bottle either. Then T’ is not an annulus; and since it has two boundary components, it is not a 
Mobius band. We shall apply Lemma 2.17 in this case. Set k = kcf); set q = q-($X$ f) and 
s = q-*((p)). Each of the two components of dT’ contains a point of f’(s), since f is transversal 
to C. By Remark 2.16, since f*\Bz is C-regularly homotopic to f rel (p}, f*‘(a; is weakly 
homotopic to f’l$?i rel s. In addition we have kcf*‘lSi) 5 kcf*‘) = kcf*) = kcf) = k, by Remark 
1.19, condition (iii) of Definition 1.3, and the normality of f and f*. Finally, f*‘JX%’ is the 
pre-assigned map g. It now follows from Lemma 2.17 that there are only finitely many possible 
homtopy classes for f*‘. 
We turn to the proof of the claim when T is a torus. We may identify T with S’ x S’ in such 
a way that C = S’ x {x0} for some x0 E S’. Let us further identify Q&S’) with I, so that T’ 
becomes identified with S’ x I. Let II: T + S’ denote the projection of S’ x S’ onto its first 
factor. Assign an orientation to each component B of .?&. Then IIf*IB : B + S’ has a well- 
defined integer degree. Let Dcf*) denote the sum of the degrees of the maps IIf*IB as B ranges 
over all components of BR2. The same discussion may be reproduced with f in place of f*, Since 
f and f* are homotopic, we have Dcf*) = D(j). 
If we describe the components of .G& counterclockwise in terms of their assigned orien- 
tations, each component of .5!4; acquires a well-defined initial point z(B’). Set d&*) = 
degz&j*‘JB’) E R, (2.12). It follows from the definitions that 5, d&j*‘) = Dcf*) = D(j), where 
B’ ranges over all components of Se;. On the other hand, if B’” and BfY are distinct components 
of gi, then Lemma 2.13, Remarks 1.9 and 1.19, and condition (iii) of Definition 1.3 give 
I&,x - &,YI I cCf*‘IBfX, f*‘lB’y) + 1 z~ kcf*) + I= k(f) + 1. Thus the sum of the ds, is independent 
of the choice of f*, and the difference of any two of them is bounded independently of f*. 
Moreover, since f*‘laB$ is the preYassigned map g, each dry lies in a pre-assigned coset of Z in 
R. These three conditions together restrict each of the dsr to a finite set of values. Since the 
homotopy class of f*‘l?I?i is determined by f*‘j&%!, (=g) and the numbers &, the claim is 
proved in this case as well. 
Thus there are only finitely many homotopy classes for (B’, f*‘). Since we have already 
proved Proposition 1.6 for the case of a bounded surface, (1.36), we know that each possible 
homotopy class for (?4?‘, f*‘) contains only finitely many isotopy classes of normal singular 
families. Finally. the isotopy class of (a’, f’) determines the isotopy class of (2, f) by Remark 
1.18. The conclusion of the Proposition follows. Cl 
63. HOMEOMORPIUSMS AND PERIODICITY 
3.1. Definitions. Let T be a compact surface and let h: T --, T be a homeomorphism. Let K 
be a complex. A map f: K + T is said to be homotopy-periodic under h if there exists n > 0 
such that h” 0 f is h omotopic to f. A subpolyhedron R of T is homotopy-periodic under h if 
the inclusion map of R into T is homotopy-periodic under h. 
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3.2. Definitions. Let T be a surface. A 2-manifold R c T is incompressible if for every 
component p of R, al(p)+ r,(T) is a monomorphism. A canonical neighborhood of a compact 
polyhedron P C T is a set of the form N U A, where N is a regular neighborhood of P in f and 
A is the union of all discs in T whose boundaries are contained in 8N. 
A canonical neighborhood of P is clearly an incompressible 2-manifold in T. 
Here is a first approximation to our main theorem: 
3.3. LEMMA. Let $4 be a closed l-manifold (not necessarily connected). Let T be a compact 
surf&e, which is not a Klein bottle; h: T + T a homeomorphism; and f: % + T a map that is 
homotopy-periodic under h. Then there is a compact, incompressible 2-manifold R c T, 
homotopy-periodic under h, such that f is homotopic in T to a map of 93 into R. Furthermore, if 
the singular family ($8, f) is normal, then R may be taken to be a canonical neighborhood of 
f(S) in T. 
3.4. Proof. We may assume that 93 has no component B for which f IL? is homotopic in T to 
a constant map. Since a9 = 0, Remark 1.4 implies that (9, f) is homotopic to a normal singular 
family. Thus we may assume (93, f) to be normal; and we must show that a canonical 
neighborhood R of f(B) has the properties stated in the third sentence of the lemma. 
We may also assume that T is not a 2-sphere, or a projective plane; for if it is one, then any 
subpolyhedron of T is homotopy-periodic under h. Thus rii( T) = 0 for i 2 2. It now follows 
from the definition of a canonical neighborhood that a map of R into T is homotopic to the 
inclusion if its restriction to f(p) is homotopic to the inclusion. Hence, in order to show that R 
is homotopy-periodic, we need only show that f(9) is homotopy-periodic. 
By hypothesis, there exists n > 0 such that h” Q f is homotopic to f. Thus the singular families 
(9, hk” 0 f) (k 2 0) are all homotopic. They are obviously normal. Hence by Proposition 1.6, they 
represent only finitely many isotopy classes. We can therefore find k and k’ such that 0 < k < k’, 
and such that (3, hk”f) and ($3, hL’“f) are isotopoc. If we set I = k’n - kn, then I > 0, and (3, h’f) is 
isotopic to (9, f). 
Let L denote the l-complex f(Ye)c T. Since (9, f) and (9, h’f) are isotopic singular 
families, it is immediate from Definition 1.1 that there is a homeomorphism i: T + T, isotopic to 
the identity (rel aT), such that j(L) = h’(L). Thus h’ is isotopic to a homeomorphism g = j-‘h’: 
T -+ T such that g(L) = L. In particular, go = g]L is a homeomorphism of L onto itself. Since L 
is a finite l-complex, there clearly exists an integer m > 0 such that the self-homeomorphism 
go” of L is homotopic to the identity. Thus hlmlL is homotopic to the inclusion map of L into 
T, which shows that L is periodic under h, as required. Cl 
Our main result, Theorem 3.17, improves on (3.3) (or rather its first three sentences) in two 
ways. The compact 2-manifold R is made independent of the map f and its domain; and the 
domain is generalized to an arbitrary, possibly non-compact polyhedron. Lemmas 3.8 and 3.11 
are needed for the first of these improvements. Lemma 3.5 will be used in the proof of (3.8), 
and in several other places. 
3.5. LEMMA. Let f be a surface without boundary (not necessarily compact), and R, c f an 
incompressible surface which is closed as a subset of F. Assume that f is not a 2-sphere. Then 
the following conditions are mutually equivalent: 
(i) Hr(Ro: Q) + H,( f; Q) is an epimorphism; 
(ii) n&) + a,(F) is an isomorphism [“onto”]; 
(iii) for each component C of F - R, C n R. is connected and rr(C n i?,)-+ P,(C) is an 
isomorphism. 
3.6. Proof. Obviously (ii)++, and by van Kampen’s theorem, (iii)*@). Now suppose that 
(i) holds. Each component of a& is a 2-sided l-manifold in f If some component of ati0 were 
non-separating, there would be a simple closed curve having intersection number 1 with y; such 
a curve could not be homologous to a (singular) curve in go, and (i) would be contradicted. 
Hence each component of & separates f, and it follows that for each component C of ?’ - R, 
C ft &, is connected. On the other hand, since R. and ?’ are connected, (i) implies that Hi(f, 
Ro; Q) = 0. By the excision property of homology, Hi( F - go, a&; Q) = 0. Therefore Hi(&,; 
Q)-+H,(%R,:Q) is an epimorphism, and hence so is Hi(C n &; Q)-, Hi(C; Q) for each 
component C of f - & Since C n fro is a connected l-manifold in the boundary of the surface 
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C, it follows that ni(C rl d,,)+ n,(C) is an epimorphism. Since & is incompressible, and since F 
is not a 2-sphere, this is equivalent to (iii). 
3.7. Definition. Let P be a compact polyhedron, and R a compact 2-manifold, in a surface 
T. We say that P is homotopy-contained in R if the inclusion map of P into T is homotopic, in 
T, to an embedding of P in fi. 
3.8. LEMMA. Let (a), f) be a normal singular family in a surface T, with XB = 0. Let R be a 
compact, incompressible 2-manifold contained in. f If f: 93 + T is homotopic, in T. to a map of 
9 into R, then fC%) is homotopy-contained in R. 
3.9. Proof. We may assume that aT = 0. We first consider the case in which R is connected. 
Let x E R be a basepoint, and let F be the covering space of T determined by the subgroup 
Im( r,(R, x)+ P,( T, x)) of I~,(T, x). Let p: f-, T denote the covering projection. There is a 
component R of p-‘(R) such that pII?: Z? + R is a homeomorphism. Furthermore 7~i(Z?) + 7~,( f) 
is an epimorphism by construction; since R is incompressible in T, this epimorphism is an 
isomorphism. Since 2 is compact and dT = 0, the implication (ii)$(iii) of Lemma 3.5 guaran- 
tees that each component of T-R is a half-open annulus, with boundary contained in &. 
Hence there is a homeomorphism J: ?-+R which is homotopic in f to the identity map. 
Now by hypothesis, f: 9 + T is homotopic in T to a map f’ that sends $% into R. Since f’ 
clearly admits a lifting to i;, the covering homotopy property of covering spaces guarantees that 
f also admits a lifting, say f. It is clear from Definition 1.1 that kv) I kcf), and that k(f) can be 
equal to k(f) only if the inclu..ion map i: f(B) + T admits a lifting to F. On the other hand, f is 
homotopic in T to Jf: 53 + R ; hence f is homotopic in T to pJ[: 28 + k Since J: ? + R and 
pII?: I? + R are homeomorphisms, we have k(pJ{) = kCf) 5 kcf). But by the normality of f, (1.3) 
we know that k(pJf) I k(j). Hence k(f) = k(f); and by what we observed above, it follows that 
the inclusion map i: f(9)+ T admits a lifting to F. This means that i is homotopic to a map of 
f(3) into R, i.e., that f(B) is homotopy-contained in R. 
We pass to the general case, in which R need not be connected. Let f’ be a map homotopic 
to f in T. and sending ?$ into R. For each component p of R, set 6?&, = f’-‘(p). Then the P&, are 
disjoint closed l-manifolds whose union is SB. We claim that (i) each of the singular families 
(BP, f 12TlR,) is normal, and (ii) the sets f(9,). as p ranges over the components of R. are pairwise 
disjoint. 
To prove these claims, for each p let (5$, f;) be a normal singular family homotopic to (%$,, 
f,). (1.4). Since fi is homotopic to f’li& it follows from the special case of the lemma already 
proved, that f’#.%,) is homotopy-contained in p. In particular, (BP, f3 is homotopic to a singular 
family (.?&,, f:) in p, such that f’,(%,) C p and kCf’i) = kcfi). Thus f! is normal. Now let (3, f”‘) 
be the singular family defined by f”‘19?Rp = f: for each p. Then f”’ is homotopic to f. We now 
apply (1.9) to the singular families (9, f) and (9, f”‘), except that in place of the components of 
3 we use the sets $?&,; since each 8, is a union of components of 9, and $3 is the disjoint union 
of all the &,, this clearly does not affect the validity of (1.9). Thus we have 
(where, in the last sum, {p, a} ranges over all unordered pairs of components of R), and 
But kcf:) 5 kOC,), since f’;: is, normal; and ccf:, fz) = 0 5 cCf[a,, f IL%), since fT(Bp) C p and 
fT((s,) C u. Hence k(f”‘) 5 kcf). But since f is normal, we know, (l.l), that kcf”‘) 2 kcf). It 
follows that all our inequalities are equalities-in particular, that k(f(Sp) = kcf’,) for all p, and 
that ccf/S,, f [5$,) = 0 for all (p, a}. According to (1.1) and (1.8), these equalities establish claims 
(i) and (ii) above. 
By claim (i) we may apply the special case of the lemma that has already been proved, 
letting (Be,, f ~53,,) and p play the r6les of (5% f) and R. This shows that f (BP) is homotopy- 
contained in p, and hence in R. But by claim (ii), f(a) is the disjoint union of the sets f(Bp). It 
follows that f(9) is homotopy-contained in R. 0 
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3.10. Definition. Let 9 be a family of compact 2-manifolds in the interior of a surface T. An 
element R of 9 is said to be homotopy-maximal if for every R’E 9 such that R is 
homotopy-contained in R’, R’ is also homotopy-contained in R. 
3.11. LEMMA. Every non-empty family of compact, incompressible 2-manifolds in the in- 
terior of a compact surface has a homotopy-maximal element. 
3.12. Proof. We shall say that two disjoint incompressible annuli in the compact surface T 
are parallel if they contain homotopic, non-contractible simple closed curves. Similarly we may 
speak of an incompressible annulus and a simple closed curve in its complement as being 
parallel. An incompressible 2-manifold R C T will be called reduced if (i) no component of R is 
a disc, and (ii) no component A of R is an annulus parallel to a component Be A of JR. A 
reduction of a compact incompressible 2-manifold R C T will mean a manifold R* obtained from R 
by discarding (i) all disc components, (iia) all annular components that are parallel to 
boundary components of non-annular components, and (iib) all but one of the annular 
components in any given parallelism class. Clearly R* is compact, incompressible and reduced. 
Furthermore, if R* and S* are reductions of compact, incompressible 2-manifolds R and S, it is 
clear that R* is homotopy-contained in S* if and only if R is homotopy-contained in S. We may 
therefore assume in proving the lemma that each element of the given family 9 is reduced. We may 
also assume that BE 9’. 
If T is a torus, the only reduced (compact, incompressible) 2-manifolds are T, the empty set, 
and annuli. Given two disjoint incompressible annuli in T, each must be homotopy-contained in 
the other; and so the lemma is true in this case. 
Now suppose that T is not a torus. With each reduced (compact, incompressible) 2-manifold 
R C T we shall associate an ordered triple of non-negative integers (ni(R))l,i,3. To define 
n,(R), note that since R is non-empty and incompressible and has no disc components, no 
component of T - R has positive Euler characteristic. Since R C f, we have x(R) - x(T) = 
-*(T -R)lO. w e set n,(R) = x(R) - x(T). The definition of n*(R) uses the well-known fact 
that for any compact surface T there is an integer N such that T contains no set of more than 
N disjoint, non-contractible, pairwise non-homotopic simple closed curves. Since R is reduced, 
the number CK of annular components of R is at most N; we set n*(R) = N - IX Finally, we 
define nj(R) to be the number of components of dR. 
If the set of all ordered triples of non-negative integers is given the lexicographic ordering, 
we may choose an R E 3 for which (ni(R))j=, has the least possible value; call it Ro. We claim 
that RO is homotopy-maximal. Let RI E 9 be such that R,, is homotopy-contained in RI. Then 
the inclusion map from R. to T is homotopic to a map j that embeds R,J in 8,. Clearly 
Rb = j(Ro) C I?, is reduced and incompressible, and (ni(R$)‘,l = (ni(Ro));=I 5 (ni(RI))f,f in the 
lexicographic ordering. 
Because R6 is reduced, incompressible and non-empty, no component of RI - & has 
positive Euler characteristic. Since x(R1 - &) = x(R,) - x(Rh) = n,(RJ - n,(R$? 0, we must 
have n,(R,) = n,(R&), and the components of R, -I& must all be annuli. One thing that this 
implies, since T is not a torus, is that each annular component of Rh is contained in an annular 
component of R,. But no annular component of R, contains more than one component of R& since 
R6 is reduced. Hence the number of components of RI that are disjoint from Rt, is n2(R6) - nz(R,). 
This is non-positive since n,(R,$ = n,(R,). Therefore nz(R$ = nz(R,), and no component of R, is 
disjoint from R& 
We thus see that each component of R, - 86 is an annulus that intersects RI, in one or both 
of its boundary components. The number that have both boundary components contained in Rh 
is n4RA) - n3(R,), which is non-positive since ni(Rb) = ni(RJ for i = 1, 2. Hence every com- 
ponent of Rb- I?, is an annulus meeting RI, in one boundary curve, which is to say that RI is, a 
regular neighborhood of R& From the definition of Rh it is now clear that RI is homotopy- 
contained in Ro. This shows that R,-, is homotopy-maximal. 0 
The next lemma is needed for the proof of Proposition 3.15, which will provide the second 
improvement on (3.3) referred to above. The technicalities in the proof of the lemma arise from 
the absence of a compactness hypothesis. 
3.13. LEMMA. Let l? be a 2-manifold which is a closed subset of a surface F (not necessarily 
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compact). Suppose that every singular curve in T is homotopic in T to a singular curve in I’?. 
Then for some component I& of R, TI(&)+ m,(T) is an epimorphism. 
3.14. Proof, We may assume 8T = 8. If f is an open disc, an open annulus or an open 
Mobius band, the theorem is rather trivial; thus we exclude these casesfrom the discussion. 
Replacing R, if necessary, by its union with all those components of T - R which are discs, we 
may assume it to be incompressible. Finally, we may assume that no component of R is a 
(closed) disc, simply by discarding all disc components from I?. 
Consider first the special case in which R has only finitely many components. For each 
component p of R, set W, = Im(Hi(p; Q) -+ HI(T; Q)). By our hypothesis, HI(T; Q) is the union 
of the W, as p ranges over the components of R. But a vector space over an infinite field cannot 
be expressed as a finite union of proper linear subspaces. Hence W, = H,(T; Q) for some p, and 
the conclusion from Lemma 3.5, by taking R, to be this p. 
Now drop the assumption that R has finitely many components, but assume that some 
component & of R has non-cyclic fundamental group. In this case we claim that r&) + r,(T) 
is an isomorphism.oWe show this by verifying condition (iii) of Lemma 3.5. If Co is any 
component of F - R,,, let N be a regular neighborhood of a& in Co which is disjoint from all 
components of I? except Ro. Let RI, denote the union of R, with all components of T -- i$, 
except Co, and set R; = Ca - N. Then R’ = R/, U R; is incompressible, since R is incompressible 
and has no disc components, and R’ > k The hypotheses of the lemma therefore continue to 
hold with R’ in place of R; and since R’ has only the two components RI, and R;, the special 
case of the lemma already proved shows that for some component R: of R’, nl(R:)+ al(T) is 
an isomorphism. By Lemma 3.5, condition (iii) of that lemma must hold with R: in place of I?,. 
In particular, each component of T - l?i must have cyclic fundamental group. We cannot have 
i = 1, for R, is incompressible and is contained in f - R;, and ?r,(R,,) has been assumed 
non-cyclic. Hence i = 0, and condition (iii) of (3.5) holds with Rh in place of do. By the 
construction of R& this means that Co n & is connected and that r,(CO n Z&J --, 7r1(C0) is an 
isomorphism. Since Co was any component of 7 - RO, this shows that I?,, satisfies condition (iii) 
of (3.5), and so establishes our claim. 
According to the claim just proved, we need only prove the lemma for the case in which 
every component of R has cyclic fundamental group. By replacing the components of R by 
closed annuli or Mobius bands in their interiors, we may assume them all to be compact. Since 
f is not an open disc, annulus or Miibius band, there is a compact surface K c Tf such that 
Im(r,(K)-+ n,(F)) is non-cyclic. Replacing K by its union with all the components of R that 
intersect it, and passing to a small regular neighborhood, we may assume that (aK) r\ R = $4. 
)I 
(The compactness of K has been preserved since the components of R had been made 
compact.) We may further modify K, by adjoining to it all disc components of i; - k, thus 
guaranteeing that it is incompressible. Now the hypotheses of the lemma still hold if we replace 
l? by R* = R U K. Furthermore, K is a component of R’ and has non-cyclic fundamental group. 
We may therefore apply the claim proved above, taking R’ and K in place of R and I&,, and 
conclude that r,(K) + n,(T) is an isomorphism. But the hypotheses of the lemma also hold 
with K in place of F and R n K in place of R ; and R rl K has only finitely many components. 
By the first special case of the lemma that was proved above, there is a component I&, of R n K 
(which is also a component of R) such that a&)+ r,(K) is an isomorphism. Thus n,(&,)+ 
r,(T) is a composition of two isomorphisms, and the proof is complete, g 
3.15. PROPOSITION. Let T be a surface which is not a 2-sphere. Let R be an incompressible 
submanifoid (not necessarily connected) of T. Let K be a complex and f: K + T a map. Assume 
that for each map a: S’ + K, f 0 (Y is homotopic in T to a map of S’ into R. Then f is homotopic 
to a map of K info R. 
3.16. Proof. We may assume K to be connected. Choose a basepoint x E K. Set H = 
fx(7r,(K, x)) C ni( T, f(x)). Let f denote the covering space of T determined by the subgroup H 
of VI(T, f(x)), and let II: f + T denote the covering projection. Then f has a lifting f: K + T, 
and {#: n,(K)+ m,(T) is an epimorphism. 
It follows that every map /3: S’ + T is homotopic to a map flo a, for some map (Y : S’ + K. 
Thus pf3 is homotopic in T to f 0 a, which by hypothesis is homotopic to a map of S’ into R. 
By the covering homotopy property of covering spaces, fi is therefore homotopic to a map of 
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S’ into p-‘(R). This shows that T and I? = p-‘(R) satisfy the hypotheses of Lemma 3.13. 
Therefore I? has a component & such that 7~,(&)+ r,(T) is an epimorphism. But R, is 
incompressible in f, since R is incompressible in T, and so r&J+ T](T) is an isomorphism. 
On the other hand, Q(T) = 0, since T is not a 2-sphere. It follows that there is a map r: T + & 
which is homotopic in T to the identity map. Now prfi K+ T is homotopic to f and maps K 
into R. !I 
3.17. THEOREM. Let T be a compact surface which is not a Klein bottle, and let h: T + T be a 
homeomorphism. Then there exists a compact, incompressible 2-manifold R C T, homotopy- 
periodic under h, such that 
for any complex K and any map f: K + T which is homotopy-periodic under h, (*) 
f is homotopic in T to a map of K into R. 
3.18. Proof. We shall begin by showing that if R is an incompressible 2-manifold in T such 
that (*) holds in the special case K = S’, then (*) holds in general. Indeed, let K be any 
complex and let f: K + T be a map, homotopy-periodic under h. For any map (Y: S’ + K, f 0 cy : 
S’+ T is clearly homotopy-periodic, so that if ( *) holds with S’ in place of K, f 0 a is 
homotopic in T to a map of S’ into R. Hence by Proposition 3.15, f is homotopic in T to a map 
of K into R, as required. 
We may assume that T is not a 2-sphere or projective plane; for if it is one, then R = T is 
homotopy periodic under h. Thus n*(T) = 0. 
Consider the following family 9 of compact, incompressible 2-manifolds in f: a 2-manifold 
is in 9 if and only if it is a canonical neighborhood of f(B) for some normal singular family (3, 
f) in T such that f: $3 + T is a homotopy-periodic under h. Since BE 9, 9 is non-empty. By 
(3.1 l), 9 has a maximal element R. Since R E 9, R is a canonical neighborhood of f(9) for 
some normal singular family (90, fo) such that fo: /30 + T is homotopy-periodic under h. By 
Lemma 3.3, it follows that R is homotopy-periodic. It remains to show that (*) holds in the 
special case K = S’. 
Let f: S’ + T be a map which is homotopy-periodic under h. Write %J 1 for the disjoint union 
of 9’0 with S’, and define fi: 53 I --, T by f&B0 = fo, f,lS’ = f. If f is homotopic to a constant, 
there is nothing to prove; otherwise, by (1.5), the singular family (3~1, fi) is homotopic to a 
normal singular family ($$i, f ;). Since f 1 is clearly homotopy-periodic, so is f ;. By definition, 
therefore, a canonical neighborhood RI of (a,, fi) belongs to 9. On the other hand, fO: So-’ T 
is homotopic in T to f ~~S30, which maps &, into the incompressible surface RI. Since (90, fo) is 
normal, it follows from Lemma 3.8 that fo($&) is homotopy-contained in RI. Since R is a 
canonical neighborhood, (3.2), of fO(%,), and since RI is incompressible and n*(T) = 0, it 
follows that R is homotopy-contained in R ,. By the homotopy-maximality of R, this implies 
that RI is homotopy-contained in R. In particular, there is a map of S’ into R which is 
homotopic in T to f$?, and therefore to f. 0 
3.19. Definition. An element of g of a group is periodic under an automorphism A of the 
group if A”(g) = g for some n > 0. The smallest such n is the period of g under A. 
3.20. COROLLARY. Let h be a self-homeomorphism of a compact surface T which is not a 
Klein bottle, and let x be a fixed point of h. Then the group P of periodic elements of the 
automorphism h, of G-,(T, x) is finitely generated. In fact, P either is cyclic or has the form 
Im(al(Ro, x)-* a,( T, x)) for some compact incompressible surface R. C T such that x E Ro. 
3.21. Proof. Let R C T be the 2-manifold given by Theorem 3.17. Let T be the covering 
space of T determined by the subgroup P of r,(T, x), and let II: F-, T denote the covering 
projection. If (Y: S’ + F is any map, the conjugacy class in r,(T) determined by the map Ilcu: 
S’ + T is the conjugacy class of an element of P, i.e., of a periodic element of ‘IT~( T, x) under h,. 
Hence there exists n > 0 such that h”lIcu : S’ --) T is homotopic to (Y. This means that IIa is 
homotopy-periodic (under h). By Theorem 3.17 (with K = S’, f = l&z), IIa is homotopic to a 
map of S’ into R. Hence by Proposition 3.15 (with K = T, f = II), II is homotopic to a map of f 
into R. 
Let H: i; x I + T be a homotopy from I’l to a map of i; into R. Then y: I + T, defined by 
y(t) = H(x, t), is a path in T: For any path y in T, with r(O) = x, there is an isotopy J: T X I + T 
such that J(p, 0) = p for all p E T, and J(x, t) = y(t) for all t E I. (This is obvious if y is a linear 
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path in a simplex; for a general y, it suffices to express y as a composition of small linear paths, 
and to compose the corresponding isotopies.) Set .I@) = .I@, t) (p E T, t E I). Then R’= 
J,-‘(R) is homotopy-periodic, since R is; and H’: T x I += T, defined by H’(p, t) = .I-‘(H(p, t)), 
is a homotopy, constant at x, from II to a map II*: F-R’. 
Let RO denote the component of R’ containing X. Then RO is homotopy-periodic. Set 
Q = Im(r,(Ro, x)+(T, x)). Since II* is homotopic to II rel x, we have P C Q. But the 
homotopy-periodicity of R. means that for some n > 0, h” IRo: Ro- T is homotopic to the 
inclusion map. This means that h,“: rr,(Ro, x)-, n,(T, x) is the restriction to r,(Ro, x) of an 
inner automorphism of r,(T, x), say g+cgc-‘. If c = 1, or if r,(T, x) is abelian, then every 
element of Q is periodic under hx, i.e., Q = P. Thus the corollary is true in this case. 
Suppose now that 7~,( T, x) is non-abelian and that c # 1. Then our discussion shows that 
P = Q n ( 6 ,&), where & is the centralizer of ck in n,(T. x). We have & C 5; for klf; hence 
k=l 
every finitely-generated subgroup of P is contained in some {k. But ck is itself the fundamental 
group of a surface (namely the covering space of T that it determines), and has non-trivial 
center since ck # 1. Furthermore, since 7~,( T, x) is non-abelian and T is not a Klein bottle, T 
cannot be covered by a torus; thus & is not the fundamental group of a torus. Hence [k is 
cyclic. Thus P is a group whose finitely generated subgroups are all cyclic, and P = r,(T), the 
fundamental group of a surface. It follows that P is cyclic in this case. 
3.22. By a theorem of J. Nielsen’s which may be proved topologically[8], every automor- 
phism of the fundamental group of a closed surface is induced by a self-homeomorphism of the 
surface leaving the basepoint fixed. Thus (3.20) describes the group of periodic elements of any 
automorphism of the fundamental group of any closed surface except a Klein bottle. 
If T is a Klein bottle, 3.20 is no longer true. In fact, n,(T) then has a presentation of the 
form (x, y; xyx-’ = y-‘). The inner automorphism g--f ygy-’ has as its group of fixed elements 
the index-two subgroup F generated by xz and y. Furthermore, F is the entire group of 
elements periodic under this homeomorphism. But F is not of either of the forms given in 
(3.20). 
04.FlXED ELEMENTS OF A SURFACE GROUP AUTOMORPHISM 
We obtain a description (in Proposition 4.10 below) of the group of fixed elements of the 
automorphism of the fundamental group induced by a self-homeomorphism of an orientable 
surface. 
4.1. LEMMA. Let Q be a surface and let Q, C Q be a compact incompressible subsurface. Let 
K be a connected complex and let f, g: K-t Q, be maps which are homotopic in Q. If 
f&n,(K)) c n(Q) is non-cyclic, then f and g are homotopic in Q,. 
4.2. Proof. We may assume that aQ = 0. Note that p,(Q) is non-cyclic, so that Q is not a 
2-sphere or a projective plane. Fix a basepoint x E Q,; let Q be the covering space of Q 
determined by the subgroup Im(r,(Q,, x)+r,(Q, x)) of ?r,(Q, x). Let p: Q+ Q denote the 
covering projection. Then there is a component Q, of p-‘(Q,) such that p maps Q, homeomor- 
phically onto Q,_ Since Q, is incomplessible, IT,+ P,(Q) is an isomorphism. By Lemma 3.5, 
therefore, each component of Q - Q, has cyclic fundamental group, and n,(Q,)+ n,(Q) is an 
isomorphism. Since Q is not a sphere or a projective plane, 6, must be a deformation retract of 
0 
Clearly g has a lifting 2: K+ Q such that g(K) C 6,. By the covering homotopy property of 
covering spaces, S: is homotopic to some lifting f: K-+ Q of f. Then f(K) c p-‘(Q,). But f(K) 
cannot be contained in Q - 6,; for each component of Q - (3, has cyclic fundamental group, as 
noted above, whereas it follows from the hypothesis of the lemma that fJr,(K))C m,(Q) is 
non-cyclic. We must therefore have f(K) C 0,. 
Now f and 4 map K into d,, and are homotopic in Q. Since 0, is a deformation retract of Q, f 
and 2 must be homotopic in 6,. Hence pf = f and pjj = g are homotopic in Q,. 0 
4.3. Taking K = Q,, g = inclusion, in 4.1, we obtain the 
COROLLARY. Let Q be a surface, Q, c Q a compact, incompressible subsurface with T,(Q,) 
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non-cyclic, and f: Q, + Qi a map. If f is homotopic in Q to the inclusion map of Q, into Q, then it is 
homotopic in Q, to the identity map of Q,. 0 
4.4. LEMMA. Let H be a periodic self-homeomorphism of an orientable surface Q; suppose that 
H is homotopic to the identity. Then either H is the identity, or T,(Q) is abelian. 
4.5. Proof. Consider first the case in which Q is compact and H preserves orientation. Assume 
that H is not the identity. Then since H is periodic, it has only finitely many fixed points, all in 6; 
and each fixed point has a neighborhood D in Q, invariant under H, which may be identified 
topologically with the standard topological disc in such a way that HID: D + D becomes a rotation. 
To any isolated, interior fixed point of a self-mapping of a manifold we may associate an index as in 
[ 1, Ch.XIV, §2.2]. From the existence of the invariant neighborhoods just described, it is clear that 
each fixed point of H has index +l. Since H is homotopic to the identity, and since its fixed points 
are isolated and lie in & the Lefschetz fixed point theorem [ 1, Ch. XIV, 43.1 and remarks following 
it] shows that the number of fixed points of H is equal to x(Q). (In [l] the manifold is assumed to be 
closed, but the bounded case follows easily by passing to the doubled manifold.) In particular, 
x(Q) 2 0. Hence r,(Q) is abelian, and the lemma is proved in this case. 
Next consider the case in which Q is compact but H reverses orientation. Since H is homotopic 
to the identity, Q cannot be closed in this case. Let b be a component of JQ. If H(b) f b, then since 
H: Q + Q is homotopic to the identity, the distinct components b and H(b) of aQ are homotopic 
simple closed curves; hence Q must be an annulus, and in particular r,(Q) is abelian. Now suppose 
that H(b) = b. Then Hjb is an orientation-reversing self-homeomorphism of b. Fix a basepoint 
p E b, and let /3 E 7r1( Q, p) be the element determined by a fixed orientation of b. Since H: Q + Q is 
homotopic to the identity, it follows that a is conjugate in ?r,(Q, p) to a-‘. But since rt(Q) is free, 
this is possible only if a = 1; hence Q is a disc, and again n,(Q) is abelian. 
We pass to the general case, in which Q need not be compact. Assume the conclusion false, so 
that H is not the identity and Pi is not abelian. Then there is a compact surface R C Q such that 
Im( a,( R) + r,(Q)) is non-abelian. By enlarging R if necessary we may assume that H (I?> fl I? # 8, 
but that HIR is not the inclusion map. Let d > 0 be chosen so that Hd is the identity map. Then 
Q,,=RUH(R)U . . . U Hd-‘(R) is a compact, connected subpolyhedron of Q, invariant under H; 
by taking aR to be in sufficiently general position we may guarantee that Qo is a surface. 
Define a new surface Q, c Q to be the union of Q0 with all those discs in Q whose 
boundaries lie in aQO. Then Qr is compact, incompressible, and invariant under H; and 
HI = HlQ, is a periodic self-homeomorphism of Q,. On the other hand, HI, regarded as a map 
of Q1 into Q, is homotopic to the inclusion; and n,(Q,) is non-abelian by the original defining 
property of R. By Corollary 4.3, therefore, Hr, regarded as a map of Qi into itself, is homotopic 
to the identity. The hypotheses of (4.4) therefore continue to hold if we replace Q and H by Q, 
and HI. Since the lemma has already been established for a compact surface, it follows that 
either HI is the identity or rl(Q1) is abelian. In either case we have a contradiction to one of the 
defining properties of R. c7 
4.6. LEMMA. Let l? be a covering space of an orientable surface R, and let T: I? +f? be a 
couering transformation. If T is homotopic to the identity, then either T is the identity or T,(R) is 
abelian. 
4.7. Proof. If T is periodic, this follows from Lemma 4.4 by taking Q = R, r = H. Thus we 
may assume that the covering transformation T has infinite order. We must show that r,(R) is 
abelian. 
Assume otherwise. Then there is a compact surface R. C I? such that Im(7rl(R0) + 7,(R)) is 
non-abelian. The union of Ro with all discs in R whose boundaries are contained in aRo is a 
compact, incompressible surface RI Cl?, and q(R,) is non-abelian. Since T is a covering 
transformation of infinite order, there is an integer n > 0 such that (?R,) n R, = 0. 
By hypothesis, T, and hence T”, are homotopic to the identity. Thus for each component b of 
~RI, b and r”b are disjoint, homotopic simple closed curves. Hence they bound an annulus 
Ar, C 2. We cannot have Ri C Ab, for RI is incompressible and r,(R,) is non-abelian. Since the 
boundary components of Ab are b C aRI and Fb C I? - RI, it follows that Ab fl RI = b. 
Similarly, Ab 0 (PR1) = Pb. Furthermore, if b and b’ are distinct components of 8R1, then 
Ab rl aAb, C (Ab n a(R, U FR1)) = (b U ~'4) n (b’ U Pb’) = 8. Since, for the same reason, Abfl fI 
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aAb = 0, we have A,, n AbS = 0. It follows that R, U ?R, U (U Ab), where b ranges over all 
b 
components of aR,, is a closed surface, which by connectedness must be all of R. In particular 
R is compact, and so T must have finite order: contradiction. 0 
4.8. As final preparation for the main result of this section, we review two results from the 
literature. The first (and by far the deeper) is a theorem of J. Nielsen’s [7], which states that if 770 is a 
self-homeomorphism of a compact surface R and if d is a positive integer such that qod: R + R is 
homotopic to the identity, then q. is homotopic to a homeomorphism q : R + R such that qd is the 
identity. 
4.9. The other result that we shall review is a special case of Lemma 4.1 of [2]. The latter 
lemma is an elementary result in 2-dimensional topology, whose proof may be read in- 
dependently of the rest of [2]. The special case that we need may be stated as follows. Let T be 
a compact surface, and let R and R’ be compact, incompressible surfaces in 9. If the inclusion 
map of R’ into T is homotopic to a map of R’ into R, then there is a homeomorphism j: T -+ T, 
isotopic to the identity, such that j(R’) C I?. 
4.10. PROPOSITION. Let h be a self-homeomorphism of a compact orientable surface T, and 
let x be a fixed point of h. Then the group F of elements fixed by the automorphism ha of ?T,( T, x) 
either is cyclic or coincides with the group of elements periodic under h,. In particular, by (3.20), F 
either is cyclic or has the form Im(rr(R, x)+ 7~,( T, x)) for some compact, incompressible surface 
R c T such that x E R. 
4.11. Proof. We may assume that T is not a 2-sphere. Thus the higher homotopy groups of 
T are trivial. 
If T is a torus, ?r,(T, x) is a free abelian group. It is easy to see that the group of fixed 
elements of any automorphism of such a group is a direct factor; hence F either is cyclic or is 
all of T,(T, x), and the conclusion is true in this case. We shall therefore assume that T is not a 
torus. 
If P denotes the group of all elements of n,(T, x) that are periodic under h, we have F C P. 
We shall assume that F is not cyclic and show that F = P, thus proving the proposition. 
Note that since F is non-cyclic, it is non-abelian; for T is not a torus, and hence all abelian 
subgroups of nl(T) are cyclic. Furthermore, by (3.20), there is a compact, incompressible 
surface R C ? such that P = Im(ni(R, x)+ r,(T, x)). 
We claim that h is homotopic to a homeomorphism h’: T + T such that h’(R) = R. From the 
definition of P it is clear that hAP) = P. Since T has trivial higher homotopy and R is 
incompressible, this means that hlR is homotopic to a map of R into R. In other words, the 
inclusion map of h(R) into T is homotopic to a map of h(R) into R. Applying (4.9), with 
R’ = h(R), we conclude that there is a homeomorphism j: T + T, isotopic to the identity, such 
that j(h(R)) C R. Then x(R - jh(R)) = x(R) - x(jh(R)) = 0; and since jh(R) is incompressible, 
for each component C of R - jh(R) we have x(C) ~0. Hence x(C) = 0, i.e., each component of 
R - h(R) is an annulus. We can therefore construct a homeomorphism j’: T -+ T, still isotopic to 
the identity, such that j’(h(R)) = R. We set h’ = j’ 0 h, and the claim is established. 
Now since P is finitely generated and consists of periodic elements under hx, there exists 
d > 0 such that h#d is the identity on P. Since T has trivial higher homotopy, it follows that 
hdlR is homotopic in T to the inclusion map of R into T. Therefore h’dlR, which maps R onto 
itself, is (freely) homotopic in T to the inclusion map. By (4.3), with Q = T, Q, = R, f = h’dlR, 
the map h’dlR is homotopic in R to the identity. We may therefore apply (4.8) to the 
self-lfomeomorphism no = h’lR of R, and conclude that it is homotopic to a homeomorphism n: 
R + R such that qd is the identity. 
Let P be identified with rl(R, x) in the natural way, and consider the covering space i; of R 
determined by the subgroup F of P. Let p: I? + R denote the covering projection, and f E R 
the canonical basepoint. Since 7~i(I?) is isomorphic to F, it is non-abelian. 
If we regard p as a map of R into T, we have pArl(R, x’)) = F C al(T, x). Since F consists 
of elements of q(T, x) that are fixed by hx, and since T has trivial higher homotopy, we 
conclude that p: R 3 T and hp: I? + T are homotopic (rel x’). Therefore p and qp, which both 
map R into R, are freely homotopic in T. We may now apply Lemma 4.1, taking K = I?, Q = T, 
Qi=R,K=RTf = p, g = qp. (Indeed, px: 7ri(R)+ vi(T) is a monomorphism, since p: I? + R is 
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a covering map and R is incompressible in T; and since n,(R) is non-abelian, it follows that 
p#(7r,(fi)) C n,(T) is also non-abelian.) Thus we see that p and np are homotopic in R. 
The identity map of I? is a lifting of p: I? + R. By the covering homotopy property, it is 
homotopic to some lifting H of np to R. Thus H: R + R is a map such that pH = qp. Hence 
pHd = qdp = p; i.e., Hd is a covering transformation of R. But since H is homotopic to the 
identity, so is Hd; and since *t(R) is non-abelian, it follows from Lemma 4.6, with 7 = Hd, that 
Hd is the identity. Again using that H is homotopic to the identity and that r,(R) is 
non-abelian, we invoke Lemma 4.4, with Q = R, to conclude that H is the identity. It follows at 
once that 7: R -+ R is the identity map. 
Hence h]R is freely homotopic in T to the inclusion map of R into T. This means that h,JP 
is the restriction to P of some inner automorphism of nl(T, x). say g * cYga_‘. Since h,d is the 
identity on P, P is contained in the centralizer 5 of ad. If ad f 1, then 5 has non-trivial center; 
since 5 is isomorphic to the fundamental group of some surface (a covering space of T), it must 
therefore be abelian. But then F C P C 5 is abelian: contradiction. So CY~ = 1. Since n,(T) is 
torsion-free, we have (Y = 1. This means that h,(P is the identity, so that P C F. i.e.. F = P, as 
required. Cl 
4.12. As in (3.22), we may note that Proposition 4.10 applies to every automorphism of the 
fundamental group of a closed orientable surface. Cl 
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